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A little Harry is hidden in every one of us...

On the trail of magic

Fun and seriousness are two sides of the same coin. Due to the light-hearted
and pleasant nature of gaming it is often criticised as being pointless and
nonproductive. However, such critics seem quick to forget that gaming fosters
development and can even help develop character. The online strategy game
"Tales of Magic" knows no limits. When the gates open, the player is immersed
in a magical world inhabited by good and evil sorcerers.
The player has the choice of which side is the most appealing…

Not everyone believes in magic, but nearly everyone enjoys exploring magical and
mystical realms. Entertaining hours with a fantasy novel or a dramatic film are pleasant
diversions from the monotony of everyday life. The online role-playing game "Tales of
Magic" also offers a fantastic and entertaining alternate world, in which good and evil
witches and sorcerers battle for their very existence. To gain gold and influence in this
virtual world, the players must develop a sophisticated strategy. With a bit of luck the
gates into the realm of magic will open you, where your imagination knows no limits!

"Tales of Magic" is an interesting symbiosis between an online community and and a
mercilessly competitive game. Once you have chosen a character and equipped him or
her with the magical capabilities of your choice, the adventure begins. The main goal is
the development of your character and improvement of your overall standing in the
game. To perfect the character’s abilities, the player can choose between duels, work,
the school of magic and adventures. Fighting skills alone will not suffice; you need
intelligence and strategic talent to succeed as a magician. A refreshing concept in the
genre of online role-plaing games!

The second aspect of "Tales of Magic" is the interaction with other players that enables
even former enemies to contact one another if needed. The sense of community is
strengthened by the ability to join a coven. You can thus strengthen a group of mages

with similar alignments and philosophies, aiding them in their quest for domination.
The game represents a form of entertainment. Gold not only lends you power, but also
improves your abilities. Ambition and strategy are the keys to success. The unpredictable
outcome of the conflicts lends to the tension and adventurous air of the game and keeps
you on your toes. The alternation between “peaceful” actions such as learning new spells
and working and the action-packed duels and adventures keeps the game fresh and
interesting for the player.
"Tales of Magic" can be played on www.talesofmagic.co.uk.

RedMoon Studios
Red Moon Studios is with over 8.000.000 players one of the most successful online games producer
world wide. Since the launch of our first multiplayer online game in 2002 our portfolio of games has
steadily grown and we gradually expanded at an international level; we currently have our
products placed in 19 countries.
Mission
Our young, innovative, and dynamic team works towards one unique goal: to develop the most
entertaining, innovative, and most enjoyable online games. We work hard to provide our players
with perfect entertainment!
Vision
Our dream is to provide the best entertainment experience everywhere, every time, and for
everyone. Therefore, we are working hard to develop revolutionary techniques and explore new
realms of the entertainment sector to provide our users with the most amazing experience.
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